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EDITORIAL

Individually based preventive medical recommendations �/ are they
sustainable and responsible?

A call for ethical reflection

In your present choice, include the future wholeness of

Man among the objects of your will

�/ Hans Jonas (1903�/93)

Ultimately, medicine is a moral enterprise. In main-

stream medical ethics courses, doctors learn to

consider clinical practice in light of the four princi-

ples respect for autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence ,

and justice . This ‘‘principlistic’’ approach [1] was

developed to ensure the welfare and will of vulner-

able patients in the context of curative medical care.

It is first and foremost a tool for analysing ethical

questions in the clinical encounter. The principlistic

paradigm is not meant as a tool for remote planning,

goal setting, prioritizing, and overall coordination of

medical care.

Things have changed since the four principles were

launched around 1979. A ‘‘risk epidemic‘‘ has

occurred in biomedical research and publishing

[2]. Clinical practice has become characterized by

a strong emphasis on prevention of future disease

among currently asymptomatic people. As opposed

to well-established, comprehensive community-or-

iented preventive programmes involving, for exam-

ple, sanitation and immunizations, individually

oriented preventive medicine is characterized by

fragmentation, biological monitoring, and technolo-

gical interventions for which there is often limited

evidence of effectiveness [3,4]. There has been little

debate about ‘‘downstream’’ effects of this develop-

ment, in terms of consequences for the individual,

the healthcare system, and society at large.

‘‘The first decision to make when developing a

public-health strategy must be to decide the philo-

sophical basis on which it is to stand.’’ This state-

ment appears in a Lancet commentary [5] to the

White paper Choosing health: making healthy choices

easier , issued by the Department of Health for

England in 2004. The commentators perceive that

the White paper fails to resolve philosophical ten-

sions that have prevented the genesis of a coherent

public-health strategy. ‘‘What is the balance that

should be struck between state intervention and

individual freedom? Choosing health cannot make

up its mind’’ [5]. The commentary also asks for an

analysis of ‘‘the tension between the desire to allow

people to decide their own actions, and the need to

recognize the power of circumstance on people’s

lives’’.

We welcome this call for an explicit and coherent

philosophical foundation for the planning of public

health programmes [6]. However, in relation to

individually oriented preventive medicine, an even

more comprehensive philosophical analysis is war-

ranted. The classical ethical principles are chal-

lenged by the nature of the preventive medical

paradigm [7,8]. Preventive medicine actively ap-

proches people who do not feel diseased and are

not necessarily asking for help, and the basis for

autonomy may thereby be threatened. Furthermore,

it applies measures that are derived from group-

based knowledge and may have limited validity for

the particular individual. This obscures the issues of

benefit and harm. Finally, it focuses on highly

selected biological variables that are often mediators

rather than the true causes of ill health and health

inequalities. This may challenge the principle of

justice.

Let us consider some thought-provoking facts that

relate to individually oriented intervention, with an

emphasis on the area of cardiovascular disease

prevention. The three scenarios listed below reflect

clinical recommendations that represent optimal

medical care, according to authoritative experts

and societies:

. Implementation of the 2003 European guide-

lines on cardiovascular disease prevention [9]

could imply that 76% of Norwegians 20 years

and older and 90% of Norwegians 50 years and

older should be told that they have unfavour-

ably high cholesterol and/or blood pressure

levels [10].

. The so-called ‘‘Green Prescription’’ (Grønn

resept) was launched by the Norwegian minis-

ter of health in 2003. It instructed primary care
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physicians to prescribe lifestyle advice in a

similar way to drugs. The Icelandic health

authorities are now in 2005 considering the

same policy. It may, however, be calculated that

half of the consultations in Norwegian general

practice could be used for interventions among

asymptomatic people if the recommendations

of the Norwegian campaign were to be followed

strictly.

. To fully satisfy all recommendations from the

US Preventive task force, 7.4 hours of every

American primary care physician’s working day

would be needed for the provision of preventive

services [11].

From these figures, it is evident that fundamentally

new and unrecognized dilemmas emerge once we

consider the aggregated implications of these indivi-

dually based recommendations. This means that

preventive medicine may be facing a major moral

challenge [10]. The USA, Iceland, and Norway are

currently numbers 1, 4, and 5 on the OECD ranking

list of national healthcare expenditure in the world

(OECD Health Data 2004). As medical profes-

sionals we are obliged to take on the responsibility

of reconsidering our actions rather than simply

advocating further expansion of the healthcare

system. What are, in fact, the explicit goals and

strategies in the area of individually based preventive

medicine [6,12]? At what point can we envisage

consensus that a given preventive target has been

reached?

The first step in this process of self-reflection is to

identify adequate theoretical tools to guide our

analysis.

Our common future , known as ‘‘the Brundtland

Report’’ [13] after the World Commission’s chair-

person, the former prime minister of Norway, Gro

Harlem Brundtland, developed the concept of ‘‘sus-

tainability’’ as a theoretical framework for issues

related to growth and development. The concept has

received considerable attention worldwide, and we

believe that it might be useful for analysing the

particular area of preventive medicine.

Sustainable development is a complex and con-

tested concept [14]. However, there is agreement

that it embraces the notions ‘‘needs’’ and ‘‘limits’’

and describes a process of transformation where

resource use, investment, technologies, institutions,

and consumption patterns do not exist at the

expense of environmental, social, and/or cultural

degradation. The Brundtland report addressed sus-

tainability from a pragmatic viewpoint and did not

explore the difference between sustainable growth in

a technical sense, and sustainable development in a

moral, i.e. value-laden, sense. Subsequent authors

have therefore emphasized that discussions about

sustainability should be anchored in a broader

philosophical framework [15,16]. One such frame-

work might be found in the works of philosopher

Hans Jonas (1903�/93). His central idea is that the

taking of moral responsibility is an essential part of

being human, something ‘‘instituted by nature’’

[17,18]. With time, Jonas developed a particular

interest in the interplay between medicine and

technology. He emphasized that both scientists and

clinicians must acknowledge a fundamental respon-

sibility for preserving the wholeness and integrity of

life in relation to development and implementation

of new medical technologies [19].

What are the prerequisites for sustainable devel-

opment? This question has been examined from a

variety of angles during recent years but the medical

community has contributed little to the debate. We

believe that development of criteria for sustainable

and responsible preventive medicine might represent a

useful step in long-term policy planning. Inspired by

six general criteria for sustainable development that

have been outlined by economist Michael Jacobs

[14], we propose the following provisional criteria to

stimulate sustainable development in the particular

field of individually oriented preventive medicine:

1. The theoretical framework that underlies medical

practice must comprise knowledge about the

human condition that is derived both from the

natural and the humanistic sciences [4]. Bio-

medical measures are only part of what is

relevant information with regard to human

health and disease. Responsible medical care

recognizes that social conditions and interper-

sonal relationships have a strong impact on

health, both on the individual and on the group

level [7,10].

2. Environmental precaution is needed to minimize

undue medicalization and harm that can result

from medical activity, in relation to individuals,

the healthcare system, and society [20]. The

precautionary principle states that lack of

scientific proof of detrimental effects is no

argument for postponing measures to discover

and prevent them.

3. Equity implies that healthcare workers should

be committed to first meeting the needs of

those who are currently suffering and in need of

medical care [4]. Second, we may prioritize

well-documented and cost-effective preventive

activities within limits of available resources. It

is, however, important to protect the clinical

encounter from becoming instrumental to an

extensive ‘‘checklist agenda’’ that is defined and

monitored by a third party and, thereby, both
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alienated from its main purpose and dehuma-

nized in its nature [7].

4. Policy integration means that preventive guide-

lines may not reflect the compartmentalized

interests of experts and subspecialists [21].

Preventive efforts must be coordinated, and

the expected overall impact of recommenda-

tions on clinical practice estimated, before

authoritative guidelines are issued [10].

5. Participation and democracy mean that all rele-

vant stakeholders (generalists, specialists, re-

searchers in a wide range of areas, health

administrators, lay people) should be involved

in defining, coordinating, and evaluating the

philosophy and strategies of preventive medi-

cine [22].

6. Planning for the future means that researchers

and clinicians have to acknowledge professional

responsibility for monitoring and extrapolating

the impact of current research and practice

activities on future patients, medical culture,

and society at large [13,19].

Our aim in this editorial is to stimulate new and

constructive ways of thinking in response to novel

ethical dilemmas that appear to be emerging in the

context of preventive medicine. Critical self-reflec-

tion should be seen as a self-evident activity in every

profession.
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